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Matroids with an arbitrary domain of coefficients have been introduced in 
[A. W. M. Dress. Adv. Math. 59 (1986). 97-1231 and, since, studied in [A. W. M. 
Dress and W. Wenzel, Adv. Math. 77 (1989) l-36; Adv. Math. 86 (1991), 68-l 10; 
Bavreuth. Marh. Schr. 26 (1988), 37-98; Geom. Dedicata 34 (1990), 161-197; Appl. 
Math. Left. 3, No. 2 (1990). 33-35; Adv. Math., in press; M. Wagowski, European 
J. Comhin. 10 (1989) 3933398; W. Wenzel, Ado. Math. 77 (1989), 37-75; J. Combin. 
Theory Ser. A 57 (1991), 15451. In the present paper we study such matroids 
whose coefficients belong to a particular, but rather natural, class of such domains, 
the so-called perfect fuzzy rings. These include matroids representable over a ring 
as well as ordinary, oriented, and valuated matroids. A number of well-known and 
important results which are known to hold for such matroids (e.g., Tutte’s represen- 
tability theorem and the corresponding results for oriented and valuated matroids), 
but do not hold for arbitrary matroids with coefficients, as well as some additional 
results concerning, e.g., (fuzzy) determinant identities, which were not known even 
in the case of oriented matroids, are shown to hold more generally for matroids 
with coefficients in perfect domains. ( 1 1992 Academic Press. Inc 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The present paper continues our investigation of matroids with coef- 
ficients. These were introduced in [Dl] and have been studied since in 
[DWld; Wa; Wl, 21. They offer a unified approach to the theory of 
representable, orientable, valuated, and other types of matroids. According 
to [Dl], a matroid M, defined on some set E and with coefficients in a 
coeflicient domain K, is an equivalence class of certain subsets 93 G KE of 
“relations,” that is, mappings from E into K. Every such W is called a 
presentation of M. Any given matroid M has two particular presentations, 
namely its minimal presentation BM and its maximal presentation L%?~. For 
every such M there exists also a dual M*, and for all r E BM and s E W”’ 
we have # {e E El r(e). s(e) # 0} < CC and, in case K is a ring, they satisfy 
also the orthogonality relation CeeE r(e) .s(e) =O. If K is an arbitrary 
coefftcient domain, then the two minimal presentations B,,,, and .G@?~. still 
can be viewed as being orthogonal in an appropriately defined (“fuzzy”) 
sense, but, unfortunately, this does not hold anymore in general for the two 
maximal presentations gM and a”*. Still, many useful results in matroid 
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theory depend on the validity of such a relation. Hence, following a 
standard procedure in mathematics to cure such a deficiency by a 
corresponding definition, we define a matroid A4 to be perfect if this rela- 
tion holds, that is, if the maximal presentations W”” and W”* are (fuzzily) 
orthogonal. And we define a domain K of coefficients to be perfect if every 
matroid with coefficients in K is perfect. 
The present paper is devoted to the study of this concept. It is organized 
as follows: 
In Section 1 we summarize those results of [Dl, DWl, DW2] which are 
relevant in the present context. 
In Section 2 we show that most of the “interesting” domains of coef- 
ficients which have appeared in matroid theory so far are perfect. In par- 
ticular, every ring is perfect, and oriented, weakly oriented, and valuated 
matroids, as introduced in [DWS, DW6], may be interpreted as matroids 
with coefficients in appropriately defined perfect domains, too. 
In Section 3 we show that over perfect coefficient domains the 
GrassmannPliicker relations, which according to [DW2] can also be 
used to characterize matroids with coefficients, need to be required only for 
every minor of rank 2 to be satisfied in general. As a consequence, we 
establish a simple necessary and sufficient condition for a family of func- 
tions to be the hyperplane functions (or circuit functions) of a matroid with 
coefficients in a perfect domain. This result recovers and puts under one 
heading the famous coordinatization theorem by Tutte [T, Theorem 5.1.11 
and the equivalence of the various definitions of oriented matroids in terms 
of bases or circuits. Simultaneously, it implies a new characterization of 
valuated matroids in terms of circuit functions. In addition, we study 
K-structures of a given combinatorial geometry by analysing cross ratios in 
Tutte groups as introduced in [DW4]. 
Finally, in Section 4 we establish some sort of a determinant identity 
for matroids with coefficients in a perfect domain which generalizes 
simultaneously the GrassmannPliicker relations and the well-known fact 
from linear algebra that over a vector space of dimension m any m + 1 
linear forms are linearly dependent. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we recall some basic definitions and results concerning the 
theory of matroids with coefficients as established in [Dl, DW2]. We 
begin with the definition of fuzzy rings which are to serve as domains of 
coefficients for matroids. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. A fuzzy ring K = (K; + ; .; E; K,) consists of a set K 
together with two compositions 
and 
a specified element EE K, and a specified subset K,E K such that the 
following hold: 
(FRO) (K, + ) and (K, .) are abelian semigroups with neutral 
elements 0 and 1, respectively; 
(FRl) O.lc=O for all XEK; 
(FR2) c~.(Ic~+K~)=cI.K,+c(.~~~ for all K~,K~EK and cc~K*:= 
{ B’E K) 1 E /I . K}, the group of units in K; 
(FR3) c2= 1; 
(FR4) Ko+K,,&Ko, K.K,zK,, OEK,,, l$K,,; 
(FR5) for c( E K* one has 1 + CI E K, if and only if CI = E; 
E .&!F;;:p 
xZ, A,, &EK and K~+A,, K,+&EK~ implieS K~.K?+ 
V-7) 4 A, Kl, K~EK and x+~~(Ic~+K~)EK~ implies k.+i.~,+ 
I.K~EK~. 
Remarks. (i) (FR4), (FR5), and (FR7) imply ti + E .KE K, for all 
K E K. 
(ii) (FR2) and (FR5) yield 
(FR5’) For cc,/l~K* one has CY+E./?EK, if and only if ~=p. 
(iii) (FR7) implies 
(FR7’) If /1,, . . . . &,, K,~, . . . . Key, Key, . . . . K~,,,, . . . . K,~, . . . . K,, E K and 
i A;.( t K,)E%, then f i &.K~EK~. 
i= I j= I i=l j=1 
EXAMPLES (cf. [Dl, (1.3)]). (i) Th e commutative rings R = (R; + ; .) 
with 1 E R are (in a canonical correspondence to) exactly those fuzzy rings 
(K; + ; .; E; K,,) which satisfy K, = (0). In this case one has necessarily 
&=-1. 
(ii) If K= (K; +; .; E; K,) is a fuzzy ring and if U< K* is a subgroup 
of the group of units of K, then we can form the “quotient fuzzy ring” 
K/U := (P(K)“; +; .; E. U; P(K):), 
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where 9’(K)U denotes the U-invariant subsets of K (that is, FE Y(K)” if 
and only if U . F = F), which are added and multiplied as “complexes,” 
T, i T?:=(K, i ti2/ti,~T,,ti2~T2$ for T,, T,ES(K)“, 
and where P(K): denotes those U-invariant subsets TL K for which 
TnKKo#@. 
Note that TE K/U is a unit if and only if T= ~1. U for some a E K*. 
In [DW3, (4.7)] it is shown that R/R* is an appropriate domain of coef- 
ficients for combinatorial geometries, i.e., matroids in the classical sense. 
(iii) For a fuzzy ring K let k~ K denote the smallest subset of K with 
K*u(O)~if and ki I?ck Then (8; +;.;~;l?nK~) is also a fuzzy 
ring. This is particularly interesting in case K is of the form K,/U, for some 
fuzzy ring K, and some subgroup Ui <K:, in which case we write K,//U, 
for k 
By [DW2, Sect. 63 the fuzzy rings R/R + and R//R + are appropriate 
domains of coefficients for oriented matroids. 
To study infinite matroids (with and without coefficients) “matroid 
support systems” have been introduced in [Dl, Sect. 23. 
DEFINITION 1.2. For a set E and a subset 3 c P(E) we put 
~+:={Y~E~#(YnX)<ccforallX~X)- 
and define X to be a matroid support system, if (9”‘) = 3. 
(1.1) 
To define a matroid with coefficients in a fuzzy ring we have to introduce 
some notational conventions. 
Assume E is some set and K = (K: + ; .; E, K,,) is some fuzzy ring. For a 
map r: E + K we denote its support by 
r:=E\r-‘(O)=(e~Elr(e)#O] (1.2a) 
and define its proper support by 
Z:=r-‘(K*)=(eEEI r(e)EK*}. (1.2b) 
Moreover, for two maps r, s E KE and f E E we define a map r A/S E KE by 
(r Ars)(e) := 
i 
0 if e=f 
s(f).r(e)+&.r(f).S(e) if e #A (1.3) 
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and for 9 E K” we put 
9?(F) := frI./rE9,rnFF=~nF) for Fc E; 
w o:=~(E)\(0)-=~r~~lO#~==If; 
$9::= (rIrE9,~#0}; 
9’,,,in := (rEaIr#0,sE~aand0#_s~rimplies_s=yj; 
P.&T::= (cx~rluEK*,rE9}; 
[.%!I := ((...(r, A., r,) Ae2 ...) A,“rY,)In>O; ro, . . . . r,E.% 
e,, . . . . e, E E). 
Finally, for !Z” G P(E) we put 
K: := {rEK”IfE%}. 
Now we are able to state the fundamental 
(1.4a) 
(1.4b) 
(1.4c) 
(1.4d) 
(1.4e) 
(1.4f) 
(1.5) 
DEFINITION 1.3. Assume E is a set, K= (K, +; .; E; K,) is a fuzzy ring, 
and S G P(E) is a matroid support system. 
(i) A subset 8 c K:. is said to present a matroid 
M= M(k%?) = M(E, 3, a), 
defined on E relative to 3 and with coefficients in K, if the following condi- 
tion (M) is satisfied: 
For any e E E, r E [W], and FELT+ with eE F and r(e) 4 K, 
there exists some r’ E W(F) with e E r’ = r’ E r. (M) 
(ii) Two subsets 9,W’ G KS which satisfy condition (M) are said to 
present the same matroid, if for all FEZ”+ we have 
K* ‘~(F),i,= K* .~‘(F),i”. 
In this case we define 9 and 9’ to be M-equivalent and we write 
9 wM 9”. 
Remark. By definition a matroid M defined on E and with coefficients 
in K relative to some matroid support system is an equivalence class of 
certain M-equivalent subsets W s KE. 
Next we recall the concept of dualization for matroids with coefficients 
which is fundamental for this paper. To this end we have to introduce some 
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further notational conventions. For two mappings r, S: E + K with 
# (r n 3) < cc we define the inner product (r / s) by 
(rls) := 1 r(r).s(e) := 2 r(e).s(e). (1.6) 
(’ E E <‘ErrI, 
Ifr,s:E~Karetwomapswith#(ZnS)<;cand(rIs)EK,,thenwesay 
that r is (fuzzily) orthogonal to s and we denote this by r I s. Corre- 
spondingly, W, I R, for A’, , tiZ c K” means that r, I r2 for all r, E 8, and 
rzEW2. 
In addition, for 22 E K” we define (relative to some given matroid 
support system f with 9 G K,:): 
d i =~,~.:={~~K~+~(r~s)~K~forallr~J?~ 
= (s E K:+ I r I s for all r E 9 ). (1.7) 
Now we can state the basic duahzation principle as it reads in this context: 
THEOREM 1.4. Assume K is a j&y ring and let M = M(E, 9, a) denote 
a matroid with coefficients in K relative to the matroid support system 55. 
(i) M* = M(E, ?I?‘, ti’) is a matroid with coefficients in K relative to 
the matroid support system fTt. Moreover, M* depends only on M, that is, 
9-M 9?’ implies 9’ -A{ 2”. 
(ii) We have M ** := (M*)* = M. 
Proqf. (i) is part of [Dl, Theorem 5.31. 
(ii) is the Duality Theorem 5.4 in [Dl]. 1 
DEFINITION 1.5. For a matroid M= M(E, 3, .A?) we call M* = 
M(E, Tt, 9’) the dual matroid of M. 
In this paper we will be mainly concerned with two particular presenta- 
tions of a matroid with coefficients, namely its minimal and its maximal 
presentation. To study these presentations we introduce one further 
concept. 
For S G P(E) and &Y G KS we put 
2$(S) := (r E K: I for any FE Zt there exists 
Remark. Put 
So :=9$“(E) := (FE El #(F) < cry ). 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
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Obviously, J!& is the smallest matroid support system which can be defined 
on E. We have %i = P(E) and thus X$.,(%‘) = 9 for all L% E K:O. 
The minimal and the maximal presentation of a matroid M can now be 
defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.6 (cf. [Dl, Sect. 5.51). Assume M=M(E, !T, W) is a 
matroid with coeffkients in the fuzzy ring K. 
(i) The minimal presentation gb, of A4 is defined by 
%, := ((%r(K* ~~)h),,,m. (1.10) 
(ii) The maximal presentation WM of M is defined by 
(1.11) 
M= Ml&‘) 
Remarks. (i) By [Dl, Sect. 5.51 gM as defined in (1.10) does not 
depend on the given presentation 9 of M; 2*, and WM satisfy condition 
(M) and present M = M(E, X,3’). 
Furthermore, by [Dl, Sect. 5.51 we have WM = (aMe)‘. 
(ii) By definition we have r(E) G K* u (01 for all r E sM and thus 
r(E) G I? for all r E [a,]. Therefore Definition 1.3 implies directly that 
there is a canonical one-to-one correspondence between matroids with 
coefficients in K and matroids with coefficients in I?. 
(iii) We have K*.WM=%,w and K*.A?*‘=B”. 
(iv) If L!Z+= X0=&,(E), then (1.10) simplifies to 
9&f = K* . (~2,,)~,~. (l.lOa) 
Next we want to recall the concept of a minor of a matroid. To this end 
we have to focus our attention on a certain class of presentations. 
DEFINITION 1.7. Assume M= M(E, X, &!) is a matroid with coeffkients 
in the fuzzy ring K. The presentation W of M is called robust, if 
.~?#~cK*.c@. 
Remark. Obviously, BM and gM are robust presentations of M. 
Moreover, (.l.lOa) implies that in case ?Z = X0 = Pa,,(E) any presentation of 
A4 is robust. However, [Dl, Example 5.71 shows that there exist matroids 
having presentations which are not robust. 
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Assume E is some set, F and E’ are two disjoint subsets of E, K is a fuzzy 
ring, and %’ L KE is a set of mappings from E into K. Then we put 
JUE, := (rI.+m%), (1.12a) 
$j?F-rO := (vE~~r(e)=OforalleEF:. (1.12b) 
Consequently we have 
SF-0 I..=(uI.,Ir~~andr(e)=Oforalle~F). 
In case F i, E’ = E we also write 2 \ F instead of %!‘+O I E,. 
Now we are ready to state 
(1.12c) 
DEFINITION 1.8. Assume M= M(E, X, 9) denotes a matroid with 
coefficients in some fuzzy ring K, presented by some robust presentation $4’. 
For Fc E and E’ := E\F the restriction M\F= MJ E’ of M to E’ is 
defined by 
M\F:=MIE’:=M(E\F,2”nb(E\F),Jf\F) 
=M(E’, 3nP(E’), @-+‘IE.). 
The contraction M/F is defined by 
(1.13a) 
= M(E’, X n 9( E’), 9 1 es). (1.13b) 
A minor of M is any matroid obtained from M by a sequence of restrictions 
and contractions. 
Remark. The matroids M/F and M\ F are well defined by [Dl, 
Theorem 5.61. More precisely, for any two presentations 2, 3’ of M 
the axiom (M) holds also for %Y 1 E,F and W’ I E,F, and we have 
~lE,F-“=@‘IE\F. If, moreover, 3 and B are robust presentations of M, 
then 92\F=9FFolIE’ and G?‘\F=9’F’oIE, satisfy (M), too, and we have 
.%\FmM .B?\F. However, [Dl, Example 5.71 shows that M\F would not 
necessarily be well defined if we allowed the presentation %Y not to be 
robust. 
For minors of matroids with coefficients we have the following simple 
but basic lemmata. 
LEMMA 1.9. Assume M, E, and F are as in Definition 1.8. Then one has 
(i) (M/F)* = M* \F; 
(ii) (M\F)* = M*/F. 
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Proof: This is part of [Dl, Theorem 5.61. 1 
LEMMA 1.10. Assume M = M(E, %,9) is a matroid with coefficients. 
Then for every partition E = F i, E’ of E into two disjoint subsets F and E’ 
one has: 
(i) .%‘“‘F~9M\F= (@‘)F+oIEz; 
(ii) 9PIF 2 gM 1 E,; 
(iii) .C@M,,F= &?,,,\F= (S?‘,)“‘“I.,. 
IJ in addition, FE %--in particular, if E is finite-then 
tiv) g~j~=(gMIE’)min. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from the facts that 9”\F= (94?“)F40 IEs and 
g”I E\F present M\F and M/F, respectively, because 9 M is robust. (iii) 
and (iv) are direct consequences of [Dl, Theorem 5.61. 1 
Finally, we have 
LEMMA 1.11. IfM=M(E,%,.%) . IS a matroid with coefficients, then for 
F,,F,~EwithF,nF,=~andE,:=E\(F,uF,)onehas 
(i) (M\Fl)\F2=M\(F,uF2); 
(ii) (M/F, j/F2 = M/(F, u F2); 
(iii) ~IM\I;~)IFI -M (~M)F~~OI~~~~(MIFI)\F~. 
If, in addition, F, E X-in particular, if E is finite-then 
(M\I;;)lF, = (WF,)\F,. 
Proof: (i), (ii), and the last assertion in (iii) are nothing but [Dl, 
Theorem 5.6(vii)] while R(“\F2)‘FI wM (LA?“)~~~~~~~ follows directly from 
Definition 1.8 and the remark following it. Finally, put E, := E\F,. Then 
BM I E, presents M/F,, and therefore we get 
(g@,f)Fzi-O JEoE (~MIE,)F2~OIEoC(~MMIFI)F2~OIEoEW(MIFI)\F2, 
as claimed. 8 
For the rest of this section we consider only matroids of finite type, i.e., 
matroids with matroid support system F. = Pfi,,( E). To simplify notation 
we will always write M = M(E, 93) instead of M = M(E, L!&(E), 9). Next 
we recall the relations between matroids with coefficients of finite type and 
combinatorial geometries (or matroids in the ordinary sense) as established 
in [DW2, Sect. 21. 
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DEFINITION 1.12. Assume M= M(E, &?) is a matroid of finite type. 
(i) A circuit C in M is any subset C E E for which there exists some 
Y E (&?,,),,,in with C = r = I. 
(ii) For FG E the closure of F is defined by 
(F)=F),:=Fu {eEE\Flthereexistssomecircuit CcE 
witheECcFu {e}) 
= Fu {e E E\ FI there exists some Y E (&,)min 
witheErCFu {e)) 
=Fu{e~E\F~thereexistssomer~[%‘]withr(e)$K~ 
andeErGFu (e}}. 
(iii) FG E is called aflat of M, if (F) = F. 
(iv) Hc E is a hyperplane of M, if H is a maximal flat different from 
E, that is, (H)=H#E, but (Hu(e})=Efor all eEE\H. 
(v) B c E is called a base of M, if the following three conditions, 
which are well known to be equivalent, hold: 
(I) B is a maximal subset of E which does not contain any circuit; 
(II) (B)=Eand (B\{b})#Efor all bEB; 
(III) B does not contain any circuit and (B) = E. 
(vi) The rank function p = p,,,,: Y(E) + NO u { cc } of M is defined by 
p(F):=sup{n~N,IthereexistF,,...,F,~Ewith 
<0)=(Fo)s<F,)s . ..s(Fn)=(F)l. 
m := p,(E) is called the rank of the matroid M. 
It follows that the system of circuits or, equivalently, the system of bases 
of a matroid M with coefficients in some fuzzy ring K defines a com- 
binatorial geometry M on E. (See also [DW2, Proposition 2.11.) Vice 
versa, if M, is a combinatorial geometry, defined on E, then any matroid 
M with coefficients in K, satisfying &4= MO, is called a K-structure of M,. 
Remarks. (i) By Definition 1.3(i) we have re PEP,,(E) for all r E 9; thus 
all circuits of M are finite. 
(ii) Every matroid of finite type contains at least one base, as 
can be shown by a simple application of Zorn’s Lemma (cf. [DW2, 
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Proposition 2.61). Moreover, we have #(B) = p,(B) = p,(E), for every 
base B of M. 
(iii) Assume BisabaseofM,bEB,andeEE\B.Then (B\{b})is 
the unique hyperplane in M which contains B\ {b}, while 
C(Bu{e)):=(e)u(b~B~(B\{b})~{e}isabase} (1.14) 
is the unique circuit contained in B u {e>. 
Next we want to recall the characterization of matroids with coefficients 
in terms of Grassmann-Plucker maps. To this end we will have to make 
use of the Tutte group of a matroid which has been introduced in [DWl]. 
We recall the “axiomatic” definition of the Tutte group as it has been given 
in [DWZ, Sect. 31. 
To this end we assume that M is a combinatorial geometry of finite rank 
m, defined on a possibly infinite set E. Let 9? = &?M denote the set of bases, 
2 = Y&, the set of hyperplanes, %? = V,,,, the set of circuits, p = p,,,, the rank 
function, and (. . .) = (. .)M the closure operator of M. Furthermore, we 
Put 
93 ,M, := ((a,, . . . . a,,,)~E’“j (a,, . . . . a,)~@, 
se ,M,:=((H;a,b)lH~~;a,b~E\H}, 
VT (,,:={(C;u,b)~CE%?;u,bEC}. 
THEOREM AND DEFINITION 1.13. There exists an ubeliun group T = T,, 
together with a well specified element Ed E T, and maps 
(A) T,:&,,x&,,+T,, 
(B) Tz: $M, + U,, 
CC) T3:$(M,-‘T*, 
such that the following hold: 
(i) EL= 1; 
(ii) T,((a, b)). T,((b, c)). T,((c, a))= 1 for all (a, b), (b, cl, 
(c~a)~~~M~x~,M~r 
Tl((al, . . . . a,), (urclJr .. . . Q,A) 
1 ift is an even permutation in C, 
= 
&M ~fz is an oddpermutation in I,,,, 
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T,((a,, . . . . a,- 2. b,, Cl), (01, ..I, a,-,, b,, c7)) 
= T,((a,, . . . . a,~-?, h,, Cl). (a,, . . . . arnpzr b,, C?)) 
if (a,, . . . . a,,-,, h,, cj) EA9 -for i,jE (1, 2;. 
hut [a,, . . . . a,,-,,b,,h,) $.&?: 
(iii) T,(H; a,, a,) = T,(H; a,, az).T,(H; a?, u~).T,(H; a33 a,)= 1 
for HEX, a, a,, Q,EE\H; 
&,,,.TJH,; a,, a,).T,(H,; u3, u,).T,(H,; a,, a,)=1 
for H,, Hz, H,EA‘, L :=H, n H, n H, = H,nH,,for i#j, 
p(L)=m-2unda;~H,\L,for in (1,2,3); 
(iv 1 T,(C a,, 0,) = T&C; a,, or) . WC; ~2, a,) T,(C; ~3, a,)= 1 
.for CE%, a,, a,, a,EC; 
E,~. T3(C, ; a,, u,).TdC,; 03, a,).T,(C,; 01, a,)= 1 
for C,, C1, C, E %, D := C, u C, u C, = C, u C, ,for i #j, 
p(D)= #(D)-2 anda,ED\C;for i~{l,2,3); 
(v 1 if((Ul,..., a, .,,a), (a1 ,..., a,,m,, b))E& x A?,*,, ,cirh a#b, 
C = 1.x E {a,, . . . . a,. ,, U, b) 1 [a,, . . . . a,, ,, a, b)\j.u) l a) and H= 
((0 , , . . . . a, ~, ) ), then 
T,((a ,r..., a,_,,~), (a I,..., a,~~,,b))=T~(H;a,b)=~~,~T~(C:b,a). 
In particular, tf C E 97, HE A“, and C\ H = .( a, b }, then 
T2(H; a, b)=E,4,. T,(C; b, a). 
(vi) rf T’ is also an abelian group with E’ E u’, E” = 1, and 
T; : %w, x %w -+ T’ (or T>: zM) + U’ or T1,: GYtcn,, -+ T’) satisfies (ii) (or 
(iii) or (iv)), then there e.uists a unique homomorphism I//: Unt -+ U' rcith 
$(F~) = E’ and T’, = $8~ T, (or Ti = tt!t c T, or T; = II/ c T,, respectiz:el>>). 
In particular, U, is determined uniquely up to isomorphism. 
The group 8, is called the Tutte group of the combinatorial geometr?> M. 
Remark. We have 
T,(a, b). T,(b, a) = T,(a, a) = 1 for all a, b E .B~h,~; 
T,(H; a, b) T,( H; b, a) = 1 for HEX,a,bEE\H; 
T,(C; a, 6). T,(C; b, a) = 1 for CE%,a,bEC. 
We will also make use of the group U$, defined in [DWl, Defini- 
tion 1.21: 
DEFINITION 1.14. Let IF;, denote the free abelian group generated by 
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the symbols E and X, =,,..., a,) for {a,, . . . . a,} E 99 and let WC denote the 
subgroup of [FE generated by s2 and all elements of the form 
E A’,, ,,..., n,, . X&, .,, +,,,) for 1 {a,, . . . . a,} E 99, z an odd permutation in Z,,,, 
and 
x,u ,..... a,-2.b,.r,,’ ‘?:: . . . . . rr,,-~.b,.~~,~~~rr I..... a m -zb, dx,: I... a , -3 ,m , , -* b2 r,, 
if {a, , . . . . a, - 2, b;, c,} EL-43 for i, jE { 1, 2}, 
but {q,..., a,~,,h,,b,}$iB. 
Then U$ is defined by 
U$ := [F</[lb;. 
Convention. Let p: SE ++ I-5 denote the canonical epimorphism. We 
Put 
&Z := /L(E), 
Ta := PO’.) for 
Theorem 1.13 implies in particular (cf. 
details): 
[WZ, Proposition 3.51 for more 
PROPOSITION 1.15. Let /k lJ$ --r Z denote the obviously well-dejined 
epimorphism given by 
REM) := 0, 
p(T,) := 1 for aECi&,,. 
Then the unique homomorphism $1 T, + ker fl with $(E~) := E$ and 
(tjoT,)(a, b) := T,.T,’ for a, b E atM, 
is an isomorphism; that is, the following sequence of abelian groups is exact: 
O~u,~up++Z-O. 
In particular, we have 
8; EU,XZ. 
In the sequel we identify each TE U, with e(T) E ker p. In particular, 
from now on .sz = E, and 
T.. T;’ = T,(a, b) for a, b E St,,,,,. 
Thus we consider U, as a subgroup of Uf',. 
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For a matroid M with coefficients we put 
d?*,:=B&,, xM:=2TA,, %M:=%-hf,unr:=uw, u$:=u$ .- 
Next we recall the following result which relates the domain of coefficients 
of a matroid A4 with coefficients with the Tutte group U,&, = U,,,. 
THEOREM 1.16. Assume M = M( E, 9) is a rnatroid with coefficients in 
the fury ring K = (K; + ; .; E; K,) of finite rank rn. Then there exists u 
unique homomorphism CJIJ,,, : U, -+ K* such that 
(Ph,(&.bf 1 = E; (1.15a) 
c~,,,(T~(H;e.f))=s(e)~s(f) ’ for all HE Xn,, e, f E E\ H, 
andalls~~~ witltJ=z=E\H; (1.15b) 
c~~,(T~(Ce,f))=r(e)~r(S)- for all C E U;,, , e, f E C, 
and all r E &’ #?tk c = r = C. (1.15c) 
Proof. This is [DW2, Theorem 3.21. Of course, it is also a direct conse- 
quence of Theorem l.l3(vi). 1 
We can now turn to the definition of matroids with coefficients of finite 
rank in terms of Grassmann-Plucker maps: 
DEFINITION 1.17. Assume E is some set, K = (K; +; .; E; K,) is a fuzzy 
ring and m E N. A map b: E”’ -+ K* v (0). is called a Grassmann-Pliicker 
map of degree m if the follouing conditions hold: 
(GPO) There exist e,, . . . . e,,, E E with b(e, , . . . . e,,) # 0. 
(GPl ) b is s-alternating; this means, for e,, . . . . enr E E and every odd 
permutation r EC, we have 
He T(llT . . . . erlm) )=E.b(e,, . . . . e,) 
and in case # (e,, . . . . e,> < nz we have b(e,, . . . . e,) = 0. 
(GP2) For all e,, . . . . e,, fi, . . . . fme E we have 
f E’. b(e,, . . . . * e,, . . . . e,).b(e,,fi, . . ..fm)~Ko. 
,=O 
(1.16) 
TWO GrassmannPlucker maps b,, b,: E” + K* v (0) are called equivalent 
if there exists some c1 E K* with b, = a b2. 
The relations ( 1.16) are called Grassmann-Plucker relations. 
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DEFINITION 1.18. For a Grassmann-Plucker map b: E” + K* u (0 > we 
Put 
Bb := r E K” 1 r # 0 and there exist pairwise distinct 
e,, . . . . e, E E and some c( E K* such that 
r(x) = 
i 
0 for x4 (e,, . . . . e,} 
c( . E* . b(e,, . . . . if,, . . . . e,) for x=e, 1. 
(1.17) 
Grassmann-Plucker maps correspond to matroids according to the 
following basic 
THEOREM 1.19. Assume E is some set, K = (K; + ; .;E; K,) is a fuzzy ring, 
and m -C CQ. Then there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the 
matroids with coefficients in K, defined on E, and of rank m, and the 
equivalence classes of Grassmann-Pliicker maps of degree m from E” into 
K* u (0). 
The correspondence is as follows: 
If 6: E” + K* u (0) is a Grassmann-Pliicker map, then B,, is the minimal 
presentation of the corresponding matroid M, := M(E, .?&,). 
Vice versa, if M= M(E, L%‘) is a matroid of rank m < CC and if the unique 
homomorphism ‘pMu: T, -+ K*, given by Theorem 1.16, is denoted by cp, then 
one may choose some homomorphism 4: T$ -+ K* with 4 1 Tu = cp according 
to Proposition 1.15 and define b: E” + K* u {0} 61 
He 
I’ “” em) := 
0 if (e,, . . . . e,) f$gM 
43T,,,.....,,) if {e,, . . . . em> ~28~; 
(1.18) 
Proof This result summarizes Theorems 4.1, 4.3, and 4.4 in 
CDW21. I 
Remarks. (i) If b: E” + K* u (0) is a Grassmann-Plucker map and 
M= M,, then (1.18) implies 
S3,+,=ab := ({e,, . . . . e,} EY~(E)I b(e,, . . . . e,)#O}. 
In particular, the degree of b equals the rank of M,. 
(ii) In [DW:!] we did not make use of U$ and therefore defined a 
Grassmann-Plucker map b corresponding to a matroid A4 with coefficients 
by 
b(e if 1, . . . . e,) := 0 (el, . . . . em> +sM 
cp(T(e,, . . . . em)) otherwise, 
(1.18a) 
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where T: .4!l, b,, + U +, was some map such that 
T,(e, f)= T(e), T(f)-’ (1.18b) 
for all e, f E .&?I, ,,I,. 
However, Proposition 1.15 implies that (1.18 ) and ( 1.18a) define the 
same equivalence class of Grassmann- Pliicker maps. 
Moreover, Theorem 1.19 suggests the following 
DEFINITION 1.20. If h: E”’ + K* u IO j is a Grassmann-Pliicker map 
and M= M,,, then we define a homomorphism cpb: U$ + K* by 
4’)h(E&,) := 6 
(PAT,<, .... ,,,,,I := he,. . . . . r,,,) 
(1.19a) 
for (e, , . . . . e,,) E &(,t,l. (1.19b) 
Renzark. Theorem 1.19 implies that cpb is well defined, and by 
Theorems 1.13(v), 1.16, and 1.19 one has (P~I~,,=(P,,~. 
Finally we recall 
PROPOSITION 1.21. Assume h: E”’ 4 K * v { 0 1, is II Grasstnann- Pliickrr 
tnup, assume E’ C_ E, and J; + , , . . . . f,,? E E\ E’ ,safi$j p,J [.fk + , . . . . . fit2 j ) = 
n-k and phl(E’u {.fk+,, . . . . ,r,,),=tn. Put M’ := (M/(f,+,, . . . . f,,,))] E’. 
Then h': Eth -+ K* v !Oj- &fined /I!! 
h’(e , , . ..3 ek) := h(e,, . . . . ek..fk + , . . . . . .f,,,) 
is u Grassn7ant7~Pliiclirr nmp ,rirh M’ = Mh,. 
Prmf: This result summarizes Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 in [DW2]. 1 
2. PERFECT FUZZY RINGS 
For every matroid M with coefficients in a fuzzy ring we have, almost by 
definition, 8”” I a,,,. and so, in particular, we have 4’&, I 8,. Throughout 
the rest of this paper we wili consider a particular and important subclass 
of fuzzy rings K and matroids M: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Assume K is a fuzzy ring. 
(i) A matroid M = M(E, 1’. 4’) with coefficients in K is called 
perfect, if one and thus all of the following four equivalent conditions are 
satisfied: 
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(I) .P 1 B”‘. 
(II) For every r E K: with r 1 g,,,,. we have r I B”*. 
(III) For every s E K:., with s I gM we have s 1 WM. 
(IV) For all 9” c K: with 9’ wM S! and all 9” E Kg+ with 
L%?’ - M 3’ we have 2’ I W. 
(ii) The fuzzy ring K is called perfect or an elimination domain, if 
every matroid with coefficients in K is perfect. 
Remark. By definition, a matroid M is perfect if and only if its dual M* 
is perfect, too. 
Now let us assume that M= M(E, %“, 2) is a matroid with coefficients in 
a fuzzy ring K and that Y is a presentation of M* = M(E, St, .GA?‘). Let us 
assume furthermore that P,, F, c E are disjoint subsets of E. Put 
E, := E\(F, u I;2), M, := (M/F,)\F,, and Ei := E\F,. Obviously, for 
{i, j) = { 1, 2) one has Ei = E, u F,. By the remark following Definition 1.8 
the matroid (M*\F,)/F? is presented by SI?“*\F’ IEO, while (M\F,)/F, is 
presented by g”jF2 IEO. This together with Lemma 1.9(i) and Lemma 1.10(i) 
implies 
and the first inclusion of 
(L4) ~M\F~)Eo~~(M\F~)~F~-M(~M)F~-OIEo~~MO, 
while the rest of (L4) is just a restatement of Lemma l.ll(iii). 
In case MO = (M\Fz)/F,-in particular, if E is finite-(14) yields 
(L4’) &+‘F~IEoC.W? 
These relations easily imply the following 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (i) If M/F, or M\ F, is perfect, then 
(9MIE,)L=(gMIEI)1 
or 
((aM)F*-o IE*Y = ((~‘“P+olE*)L, 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
respectively. 
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(ii) Zf M, is perfect and M, = (M\FJ/F1, then 
2 hf”,Fl 1 E. 1 gw’;: 1 Eo; 
that is 
(ZM..F, IL I E” 1 L%f*;FJ1 I ET”’ 
Proof. (i) If M/F, is perfect, Lemma l.lO(ii) implies 
L%&y c (=%& 
=(a M”‘)I~(~~IE,)I~(~~IE,)l 
(2.3) 
(2.3’) 
which yields (2.1). 
Similarly, (2.2) follows for perfect M\ F,, because then by Lemma 1.10 
we have 
(ii) It is clear that (2.3) and (2.3’) are equivalent. To verify (2.3) note 
that &?“*‘F1 I E0 E @“b by (L3) and that 9FFZ / E0 c gMo by (L4’). 1 
Now we easily get 
LEMMA 2.3, (i) Assume M = M(E, X, 9’) is a matroid with coefficients 
in K such that every finite minor of M is perfect. Then M is perfect. 
(ii) A fuzzy ring K is perfect if and only if every finite matroid with 
coefficients in K is perfect. 
Proof: (i) Assume r-E@‘, SE%!~‘* and put F, :=rns-‘(CO}), 
F,:=r-‘({O}), and E,:=E\(F, uF~)=zA_s. Since [EX and SEX+, we 
have #E, < co. Therefore, by assumption, MO := (M/F,)\Fz is perfect. 
Hence, (L4) and (L3) imply r I s, because 
and 
(ii) is a trivial consequence of (i). 1 
To study perfect fuzzy rings we can therefore restrict our attention to 
matroids defined on a finite set E which, of course, have a matroid support 
system consisting of all subsets of E. 
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Next we want to show that many fuzzy rings one meets in “nature” are 
indeed perfect. To this end we recall 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume K is a fuzzy ring and E is some set. 
(i) If r E K” satisfies c =I, then for all sl, s2 E K” with r I si for 
iE{1,2} andalleEEw~ehaverIs, A.s~. 
(ii) If M is a matroid with coefficients in K, defined on E, then 
Sj) s2 E 3fM and e E E implies s, A, s2 E WM. In particular, 8 c 3’” implies 
[.9?] G P. 
Proof (i) is part of [Dl, Lemma 3.21. 
s2’ =‘lII 
is a direct consequence of (i), because for all s E &!,+,, we have 
Next we specify certain particular classes of fuzzy rings: 
DEFINITION 2.5. A fuzzy ring K is called a fuzzy integral domain, if 
ti,1,~K and k-.l~K,, implies KEK~ or ~EK~, and we define K to be 
weakly distributive, if for all p, li E K, n E N, and i,, . . . . 2, E K with 
~:=1~,+12+ ... +J,#K, we have ~.A+IcEK~ if and only if 
p .A1 + ... +ji.j.,+KE&. K is, of course, distributive, if for all 
~,1.,,&~Kone has k.(j.l+~“2)=~.~I+~.~2. 
Remarks. (i) Note that any “fuzzy field,” that is, any fuzzy ring with 
K* = K\ K,, is a fuzzy integral domain and that in a weakly distributive 
fuzzy integral domain K the following variant of (FR6) holds true, too: 
Indeed, if x,.~.~+E.~~.&$K,,, then ~.(K,.K~+E.L~.&)$K~ by 
integrality and therefore p. ti, ti2 + p. E .1, . A2 $ K, by weak distributivity 
in contradiction to (FR6). 
Hence, also the following special cases of (FR6’) hold in such a fuzzy 
ring K which we will need below and which hold also in every ring-that 
is, in every fuzzy ring with K,= {O}--even if this ring is not an integral 
domain: 
K,L,,&EK,~LKK\K,,, and 
(FR6”) x+p.L1,p+&EKO implies 
K+&.ci,.&EK,,, 
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and 
x,3.~K,piK\K~, and 
(FR6”‘) ti+p,p+l.~K~ implies 
IC+E.E,EK”, 
which follows from (FR6”) by putting 3., := 1 and A, := 1. 
(ii) Note also, that for any fuzzy integral domain K and any 
subgroup U < K* of its units the fuzzy rings K/U and K//U are also 
integral and that a fuzzy field K is weakly distributive if every ,U E K,\ { 0 ] 
can be written as a sum of units, since in this case we have 
p . (;I, + .” +i,,)+ti=~~.~,+...+~.i,,+ti whenever ~EK*u{O), 
whether %:=A, + . . . + A, E K, or not, while in case ~1 E K(,\ [O) we can 
find p, , . . . . pk~K* with p=,u,+ . . . +P~ and, hence, p.i.=p,.i.+ ... + 
F~.;.=,u, .i,+ ... +pI.i,+ ... +pk.EU,+ ... +p,.E.,,wheneverAEK\Ko 
= K*, so in view of (FR7’) we have the following cycle of implications: 
,u.i+tiEKo=p.E,l+ ... +p.i.,,+KEKo 
a~,.%,+ . +pk.i,+ . . . +pl.%,,+ ... +pk.j.,,+xEKO 
*,u.n+k-~K 0. 
The following lemma will play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 2.7 
below: 
LEMMA 2.6. Assume K = (K; +; .; E; K,) is a fuzzy ring uthich satisfies 
(FR6”‘). Then, if n 3 2 and if ti, , . . . . x,, are elements in K such that 
KI:= c K, 
vtl 
is in K, for every subset I of { 1, . . . . n 1 of cardinality n - 2 or n - 1, then one 
has also 
Proo$ Note first that without loss of generality we may assume x,, 4 K, 
for all v= 1, . . . . n since otherwise tiI1 ,..., nj = ti,,+ K( ,,,,,, ,,,> fv) E K, in view of 
K(l....,n)\(“) eKO. 
Hence there exists a non-empty maximal proper subset J of { 1, . . . . nj 
such that ~~4 K,. By assumption, #J< n - 2, say, 1,2 #J and 3 E I := 
(3, ..., n} \ J. By the choice of J we have K,, + K,~ E K, for every non-empty 
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proper subset A of { 1, . . . . rz } \J and, hence, we may assume Kg 4 K, for 
every non-empty proper subset B of { 1, . . . . rz} \ J, since otherwise we would 
be done in view of 
‘C{I,...,n) = KJ+ K‘4 + KB 
for A := { 1, . . . . n)\(JuB& (1, . . . . rz} \ J. Obviously, this implies 
ti,+E.(K1+K2)EKo 
by applying (FR6”‘) with respect to K,, K~ + K~ E K and KJe K\ K,, in view 
Of KJ+Kl, ICY + K~ + u2 E K,. Now, this in turn implies 
by applying once more (FR6”‘) with respect to KJ, E . (K, + ICY + K~) E K and 
~,+~~~K\K~inviewofK~+K,+K~~&and 
This finishes the proof of Lemma 2.6. i 
Now we can show 
THEOREM 2.7. Any weakly distributive fuzzy ring K= (K; +; .; E; K,) 
which satisfies (FR6”) is perfect. In particular, every ring and every weakly 
distributive fuzzy field or, more generally, integral domain is perfect. 
Proof: Assume there exists some matroid M with coefficients in K, 
defined on some set E, which is not perfect, and choose #E as small as 
possible. Then there exist r •9~ = (gM*)’ and SE c%!~* = (gM)’ with 
<rls>4&. 
We show at first that r(e) $ K, and s(e)+ K, for all e E E. Assume that 
there exists e, E E with, say, r(eO) E K, and put E’ := E\ {e,}, M’ := 
M\{e,}. Then (rls)$K, implies 
K := 1 s(e).r(e)$ K,. 
eaE’ 
Thus by (2.1) in Proposition 2.2 there exists some gE gM with 
K’ := c s(e) .g(e) # K,. 
eEE’ 
Since s I g and g =g, we must have g(eO) E K*. Furthermore, by - - 
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Lemma 2.4(ii) we have r A eg g E %YM and thus also (r A eg g) / Ej E 3”“‘. This 
together with s 1 E, E g”‘* implies 
because M’ is perfect. By (FR7’) we get 
g(ed. 1 s(e). r(e) + 6. C r(ed ‘s(e) .s(e) E &I. 
ecE' <‘E E’ 
Now K’ $ K, together with the fact that K is weakly distributive implies 
g(e,) . K + E. r(e,) . ti’ E K,. 
Since also ~‘+s(e,).g(e,)= (slg)~K”, (FR2) and (FR6”) yield 
and thus (r 1 s) E K, which contradicts our choice of r and s. 
Hence, by symmetry, we have r(e) 4 K, and s(e) $ K, for all e E E. 
Next we want to show 
pF~,soj s(e).g(e)E& for all e,EE and gEgM. (2.4a) 
Assume that (2.4a) does not hold for some e, E E and some g E &Y,,,, and put 
again E’ :=E\{e,}, M’:=M\{e,}. Th en we have g(e,) E K* and thus 
x1 := eFE,s(e) .g(e) EK\&, K? := s(ed .g(e,) E K\&,, 
and K~+Jc~=(sI~)EK,,. Furthermore, &.E&?~‘*, (r~.,g)l~,E9~‘, 
and the fact that M’ is perfect imply 
ez., s(e) (r A eo s)(e) E Ko. 
Thus (FR2) and (FR7’) yield 
gtd. c s(e).r(e)+~. c de,) .s(e) .g(e)~&. 
‘ZSE' ?CSE' 
Since K is weakly distributive and K~ 4 K. we get 
de,). c r(e).s(e)+&.r(e,).ti,EK” 
etE' 
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and, hence, by (FR6”‘) we have also 
which contradicts (Y / s ) 4 K,, 
So we have proved (2.4a), and, by symmetry, we have also 
for all e, E E and h E %&,&,.. (2.4b) 
Now (2.4a) and (2.1) in Proposition 2.2 imply 
C r(e).s(e)E& forall e,EE. 
P t E ,, ; q, ) 
If, furthermore, e,, e2 E E with e, # ez, then (2.4a), (2.4b), Lemma l.lO(iv), 
and Proposition 2.2(ii) applied to P, := (e, 1 and F2 := {ezj imply 
c r(e) ,.7(e) E Ko. 
rtE _ :<,,,r I 
Thus Lemma 2.6 yields also C, E E r(e) .s(e) E KO, contradicting again our 
choice of r and s. 1 
EXAMPLES. (i) By Theorem 2.7 the fuzzy ring K= R/R* = ( (Oj, R*, R}, 
which corresponds to ordinary matroid theory, is perfect, because in this case 
K*= {IX*), K,= [{O), R}, and it is immediate that [w/Iw* is distributive. 
(ii) Theorem 2.7 implies that all binary, ternary, and regular 
matroids-that is, all matroids with coefficients in [F2, IF3, and Z, respec- 
tively-are perfect. 
(iii) As has been shown in [DW2, Sect. 63 the fuzzy ring 
K=R//R+ = ((O), IX+, [w-, [w ). is an appropriate domain of coefficients 
for oriented matroids, and we have K* = (IX! +, [w ~ )-, K. = { {O), [w ), and 
for S,, Sz E K we have 
R . (S, + S,) = 
{ 
w=R~s~+R~s,, if (S,, S,)#({O], {O]) 
(o}=R.s,+R.s,, if S, =S,= (0). 
Together with (FRl ) and (FR2) this yields that K is distributive. Thus 
Theorem 2.7 implies that R//k!’ is perfect. 
Next we show that valuated matroids which have been studied in [DWS, 
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DW6] may also be interpreted as matroids with coefficients in an 
appropriate perfect fuzzy ring. Actually, it was this important class of 
matroids which originally motivated the definition and study of matroids 
with coefficients in general, because this way it was possible to establish all 
the necessary machinery needed for their examination once and for all 
without having to go through a boring recapitulation of what had been 
done separately for regular, binary, ternary, oriented, and may be still 
other types of matroids already. At first we recall the definition of a 
valuated matroid (cf. [ DW6, Definition 1.11): 
DEFINITION 2.8. Assume E is some set, IHE N, and f = (r, ., 6 ) is a 
linearly ordered abelian group, i.e., (r, < ) is totally ordered and satisfies 
the axiom: 
Putr:=f CI jOj,definer~O=O~~~:=Oforall~~~andO<rforallcc~f. 
(i) A map 1:: E”’ + r defines a ualuuted matroid M,. = (E, ~1) on E of 
rank nz lvith values in r, if the following properties are satisfied: 
(VO) There exist r,. . . . . e,,, E E with ~(r, , . . . . e,,, ) # 0. 
(Vl ) For e,, . . . . e,,, E E and every permutation r EC,,, we have 
u(e,, . . . . e,,, 1 = de,, , ,, . . . . er ,,,,, 1. 
Furthermore, in case # ( r, , . . . . e,,, ) < m we have ~(e, , . . . . errr ) = 0. 
(V2) For e,, . . . . e ,,,, f2, . ..., f;,,EE th ere exists some i with 1 <i 6 111 
and 
u( e, , . . . . e,,,) ~r(e,,.r,, . . ..f.,,) 6 ll(eo, . . . . i,, . . . . e,,,) .u(e,,fi, . . . . f,,,). 
If (VO), (Vl ), (V2) are satisfied, c is called a valuation of M,.. 
(ii) Two valuations t‘, , 
- 
L’~: E”’ + r are said to define the same 
valuated matroid M, i.e., M,., = M,,,, if there exists some cr~r with 
u, =ci.u~. 
In this case c, and U? are said to be equicalent. 
(iii) {e,, . . . . e,,,j is called a base of M,, if ~l(e,, . . . . e,) # 0. 
Remark. By (V2) it is clear that the bases of a valuated matroid are 
also the bases of a combinatorial geometry (or matroid in the ordinary 
sense). Vice versa, if M is a combinatorial geometry of rank m, defined on 
E, then any map from E” into some F= r u {O) as above which satisfies 
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the conditions (VO), (VI), (V2) is called a valuation of M if for all 
e,, . . . . e, E E one has v(e,, . . . . e,) #O if and only if {e,, . . . . e,} is a base 
of M. 
EXAMPLE. If PE N is a prime number, E G Q” spans Q”, and 
v,:Q+Q+u{O} isdelinedby 
:=p -n for neZ and l,keZ\p.Z, 
then the Grassmann-Plucker relations imply that v := up 0 det: E” + 
Q + u (0) is a valuation of the combinatorial geometry, defined on E by 
linear (in)dependence over Q. 
For any linearly ordered abelian group r= (r, ., <) we want to 
construct a fuzzy ring K = K,- which may be interpreted as the domain of 
coefficients for valuated matroids with values in ZY For each y E r we define 
the subset 
we put 
and 
and we identify each y E i= with { y } E K, so that 0 = { 0} = 6 and 
K,=po r. 
Finally, for A, A’ E i= we define 
A.A’:={~.~‘~~EA,~‘EA’}, 
A 0 A’:= {6EAlthereexists6’EA’with6’<6}, 
A+A’:=(A~A’)u(A’~A)u u $. 
GEA~A’ 
Then we have Kr. Kr z K, and K, + K, C_ K,. More precisely, we have 
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the following addition and multiplication table in K,, where Q, fl E r and 
a < p in case of addition: 
+ou~afl 
0 0 u j oi a 
cl B P 
Furthermore, we have 
THEOREM 2.9. With this addition and multiplication (Kr; + ; .; 1; { 0} u F) 
is a fuzzy ring with KF = F such that for any set E and every m E N a map 
v: Em + f;= KF u (0 > defines a valuated rnatroid of rank m on E tf and o&y 
tf it is a Grassmann-Plucker map of degree m with values in Kr. 
Proof This is Theorem 4.3 in [DW6]. The proof given there also helps 
to clarify the motivation for our definition of Kr. 
Moreover, we can now prove 
PROPOSITION 2.10. For any linearly ordered abelian group F the fuzzy 
ring Kr is perfect. 
Proof For K := Kr we have 
K=~o~=Fc,({O}u~)=K*c,K,. 
Moreover, K is distributive by [DW6, Proposition 4.73. Thus our assertion 
follows from Theorem 2.7. 1 
Next we want to prove the following generalization of Proposition 2.10. 
THEOREM 2.11. Assume [F is a field and U is a subgroup of F* such 
that for all x,,x?~iF we have either x,.U+x,.U=(x,+x2).U or 
x1 . U = -.x2 . U. Then the fuzzy ring K := [F//U is perfect. 
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To prove Theorem 2.11 we begin with some lemmata. We will assume 
that U and IF are as in the theorem. 
LEMMA 2.12. Assume U = - U. Then 
(i) For.u~(U+U)\U~~ehavex+l~U. 
(ii) If 04 U-t US U, then US U-t U= U. 
(iii) IfOe US U+ U, then UC Ui- U= U+ US U. 
(iv) Whether 0 E U + U + U or not, bve have abvays U + U + U + U = 
u-i- u. 
Proof: (i) Assume, to the contrary, that .Y + 1 $ U. Then we have 
(.x+l).U#U=-Uand thus 
Since x$ U= -U, we get 
1= -x+(1 +.Y)E(U+ u)+(l +s).U 
=(u+(1+X)~u)+u=.X~u+u=(.u+1)~u, 
a contradiction to x + 1 $ U. 
(ii) It suffices to show that for XE U + U we have x+ 1 E U. By (i) 
we have only to verify that x $ U; that is, (U + U) n U = a. But since 
O$U+U+UandxEU+U,wehaveindeed.u$-U=U. 
(iii) By assumption, there exist u,, USE U with u, + u2 = 1. This 
means U c U + U and thus, of course, also U + U c U + U + U. It remains 
to show that U + U + U z U + U. To this end it suffices to verify that for 
x E U + U we have x + 1 E U + U. In case x E U this is trivial, while in case 
xE(U+ U)\U this follows from (i) and UG U+ U. 
(iv) is a direct consequence of (ii) or (iii), respectively. 1 
In the sequel we put 
s := u- u, (2.5a) 
R:= {xEK~x~SL!?}. (2.5b) 
LEMMA 2.13. We have S= -Sand S+S=S. 
Proof. Clearly, we have S = -S. In case U= - U we have also 
S + S= S by Lemma 2.12(iv). Otherwise we get 
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If 2 E U we are done, while otherwise 
S+S=(2U-U)-~=l~-U=S 
as well. 1 
LEMMA 2.14. For all k E N and I,, . . . . .x~ E 1F* there exists some .x E iF* 
such that either 
x,.us ... +.u,.u=s.u 
OY 
Proof We proceed by induction on k. The case k = 1 is trivial. If k = 2 
and X, U # -.‘c?. U, then by the assumption of our theorem we have 
xi . U + x2 . U = (x, + .x2). U; otherwise we have x, . U + x2 U = x, S. 
Now assume k 3 3. We distinguish two cases. 
Case I. There exist i,j with 1 d i < j d k and 0 4 5;. U + X, . U. In this 
case we have 5;. U + X, U = (x, + x,) . U, and we are done by our induc- 
tion hypothesis. 
Case II. For all i, ,j with 1 6 i <,j < k we have 0 E I, U + X, U; that is 
.I-,. u= -x,. u. 
Now we have .x,.U= -.uz~U=.u,.U= -.x,.U and thus U= -U. Put 
x:=~,;thuswehave.u~.U=.u.Uforl~i~kand.~,.U+...+.~,.~= 
x.Vwith V:=U+ ... +U. ByLemma2.12 wehaveeither U+U+U=U 
k 
or Ui U+ U= US U and thus by induction V= u or V=S, as 
claimed. 1 
Now we show 
PROPOSITION 2.15 (cf. [ D3 ] or [BDW ] ). R is a uaiuation ring in K, and 
Mle have either S= R or S is the unique maximal ideal in R. 
ProoJ: Clearly, we have 0 E R, and for r, , rz E R we get 
(r,.rz).S=rl.(r2.S)~r,.ScS, 
(r,-r,).SLr,.S-r,.SGS-S=S 
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by Lemma 2.13. Thus R is a ring. Furthermore, Lemma 2.13 implies 
s~s=(u-u)~(u-u)~u-u-u+u 
=s-s=s. 
Therefore we have Sr R, and S is an ideal in R. The rest of the proposition 
follows trivially once we have shown that for x E K*\ R we have xx1 ES. 
Since xg R, there exists some UE U\ (1) with x. (1 -u) + 14 U. This 
means 
and thus 
that is, 
x+lEx.u. 
Therefore we have 1 +x-i=x-‘.(x+ 1)E U and thus x-‘ES. 1 
COROLLARY 2.16. We have either S2 = S, or there exists some a E S\ R* 
with S2=a.S=a2.R. 
Proof: If either S= R or S is not a principal ideal, then we have S2 = S; 
otherwise there exists some a E S\ R* with S= a. R, and then we get 
S2=a2.R=a-S. 1 
Now we can show 
PROPOSITION 2.17. We have FfJU= K* u K0 with 
K*={x~J~xEF*}=:A,, 
Proof: All we have to show is that A, u A, is closed under addition 
and multiplication. In case of addition this follows from S= U - U and 
Lemma 2.14, while for multiplication this is a trivial consequence of 
Corollary 2.16. 1 
Theorem 2.11 now follows directly from Theorem 2.7 and Proposi- 
tion 2.17 in view of the second remark following the definition of weak 
distributivity. 
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Remarks. (i) If IF is a field, R is a valuation ring in [F with S as its 
maximal ideal, and U := {X E R 1 x - 1 E S} is the group of l-units in R, 
then I3 and U satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 2.11 (see also [D3]). 
Thus K:= IF//U is perfect and weakly distributive. If, however, the valua- 
tion ring R is discrete, then K is not distributive, because we have 
S.(U-U)=S’#S=S-s=s.u-s.u 
and, hence, for tl E S\S’ we have 
S.(U-U)+a.U=cc~U$K,, 
but S.U-S.U+~.U=SEK~. 
This example shows that for fuzzy rings weak distributivity cannot 
simply be replaced by distributivity. 
(ii) For the surprisingly simple complete classification of the fields IF 
and subgroups U6 F* satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 2.11 
see [D3]. 
Next we show that weakly orientable matroids M, i.e., matroids for 
which cM is not a square in the Tutte group, may also be interpreted as 
matroids with coefficients in a perfect coefficient domain. These matroids 
can be described as matroids with coefficients in K, := lF,//(F:)* = 
(0, 1, E, q, w), where 1 = ([F:)*, E = -([F:)*, q = iF:, o = lF,, and thus 
(K,), = (0,~). K, has the following addition and multiplication table: 
+Oleqo 
0 0 1 & 0 
11qfiALu 
E E 0 4 W W 
qqooow 
w w 0 w w w 
0 1 E 4 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
lOl&qo 
E 0 & 1 q 0 
qoqqqw 
woooww 
Remarks. (1) ( Kw, + , . ) is of course canonically isomorphic to every 
fuzzy ring IF,,//( E$)‘, where p” is a prime power with p” E 3 mod 4 and 
p”Z7. 
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(ii) According to [Wa] weakly oriented matroids can also be viewed 
as matroids with coefficients in the fuzzy ring K;,. := (K,., +, J,C, (K,,.),), 
which differs from Kw only by a single change in the multiplication table: 
instead of q. q = q one puts qa q := Q. There is an obvious one-to-one 
correspondence between matroids with coefftcients in (K,, +, . ) on the 
one hand and in (K,., +, 0) on the other hand, because whether or not a 
sum of units is in (K,,), = [O, ej) does not depend on whether q’ = q or 
q2 = 0. 
We have 
PROPOSITION 2.18. The fuzzy rings (K,,,, + , ) und (K,,,, + , ) ure per- 
fect. 
ProoJ: Assume E is some finite set and M is a matroid, defined on E 
and with coefficients in K := (K,., +, .) or K := (K,,,, +, rJ). Suppose 
r E sM and s E KE satisfy (r I s) $ K,,. Our claim is proved once it is shown 
that there exists some r0 E g,,, with ( r0 1 s > $ K,. Choose some fixed e, E E 
with r(e,)s(e,) 4 K,. We distinguish two cases. 
Case I. r n _s = {e, ). Choose some r,, E gnl with e,, E yo = r,, G r. Then we 
have also ‘ona= {e,) and (r,ls) =rO(eO)s(e,)$K,, becaze r,(e,)E K* 
and s(eO) $ K,. 
Case II. { eO> $ r n _s. Since (r 1 s) $ K,,, the addition table shows that 
there exists a unique e, E E\ {e,) with r(el)s(e,)#O, and we have r(e,), 
s(e,)EK*={l,s} for iE{O, l}, because x,+x~=w, whenever ti,#O and 
x2 E (q, w ).. By symmetry, we may suppose r(eo) = r(el ) = s(e,) = 1. Then 
we have also s(el) = 1, because otherwise we would have (r I s) = 
1 + EE K,. Choose some r’E s,M with e, EL = is: and r’(e,) = 1. If 
r’(e, 1 E {O, 11, we may put r0 := r’, because then (r’(s> E {l, q). 
Otherwise we have r’(e, ) = E. If we then put r” := r A eg r’, we get 
fns= (ei1 and (r”Is)=r”(el)= 1 +EZ=q$Ko. Thus we are reduced to 
Case I. 1 
Remarks. (i) Proposition 2.18 together with Theorem 3.7 below yields 
a new proof that (K,,, +, .) is an appropriate domain for weakly oriented 
matroids, because for exactly these matroids M there exists a 
homomorphism cp: T, + {l, - 1 } with (P(E~,) = - 1, and for any three 
units rci, tizT x3~Kzz we have K,+K~+x~=w. 
(ii) (K,., +, .) is a fuzzy integral domain, but is not distributive. 
Since q.(l + l)=q.q=q$(K,),, but q+q=uE(K,)O, the fuzzy ring 
(K,, +, .) is not even weakly distributive. On the contrary, (K,,, +, L ) is 
distributive, but is not a fuzzy integral domain. We leave it to the reader 
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to decide which of the two fuzzy rings he prefers to define weakly oriented 
matroids. 
At this point one may want to know whether there exists at least one 
fuzzy ring which is not perfect. Therefore at the end of this section we will 
give one such example. 
Consider the fuzzy ring 
Then we can naturally identify Q with K* u (01, and we have 
K,, = { Tc Q ) 0 E Tj. Consider some set E = (e, , ez, ej > with three elements 
and define r,s,,sl,s,eQEcK” by 
r(e) := 1 for e E E, 
0 for i=j 
s,(e.,) := 1 for i-j+ 1 mod 3 
-1 for i=j- 1 mod 3 
Then K* (r} is the minimal presentation of some matroid A4 with coef- 
ficients in K, whose underlying combinatorial geometry has E as its unique 
circuit. Moreover, K* . {s,, s?, s 3] is the minimal presentation of M*. Now 
define cp. $ l KE by 
cp(e,) := {O, 1 ), cp(e2) := { 1,2]., cp(e,) := (2, O)., 
$(e, ) := { 1 }. $(er) := { 2}, $(ei) := (-3). 
Then we have cp E (.$M*)’ = &‘, $ E (g,)l =g”*, but 
(cp,IcI)=jO,l)+C2,41+~0, -6).$K,. 
Thus K = Q/( 1) is not perfect, although R= Q is perfect. 
3. TUTTE'S REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR MATROIDS 
OVER PERFECT FUZZY RINGS 
In the sequel we assume that K is a fuzzy ring and that A4 = M, is a 
matroid of finite rank m with some Grassmann-Plucker map b: E” + K. As 
above let g = &JM denote the set of bases, SF’ = ZM the set of hyperplanes, 
%? = %?M the set of circuits, p = pM the rank function and (. ..) = (. .),,, the 
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closure operator of M. By Definition 1.18 and Theorem 1.19, %b as defined 
in (1.17) is the minimal presentation of M. In analogy to (1.17) we put 
Sb. := (h E KE( h # @ and there exist fi, . . . . fm E E 
and some SI E K* such that 
and have 
h(x) = a . b(.u, fi, . . . . Ati) for all .Y E E} (3.1) 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For the Grassmann-Pliicker map b: E” -+ K* v (0) the 
set B$ is the minimal presentation of the matroid Mt. 
Proof: This is Theorem 4.2 in [DW2]. 1 
Moreover, we have the following simple 
LEMMA 3.2. For h E KE the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) hE.9&,*; 
(ii) h E .St and b = h = E\ H for some hyperplane H in M. 
Proof. (i) - (ii) follows directly from (GP2) and the fact that for x, 
fi, . . . . fm E E we have {x, fi, . . . . f,} ES? if and only if b(x, f2, . . . . f,) # 0. 
(ii) * (i). Let us first remark that for all HE &,, and all f2, . . . . f, E E 
with ( { fi, . . . . f,}) = H the function h: E+ K defined by h(x) := 
W, fz, . . . . f,) satisfies (i) and thus also (ii). Therefore (ii) =+- (i) is a direct 
consequence of (1.15b) in Theorem 1.16, because for h,, h, E a,l with 
h,= h, =&= h2 = E\H for some HE Y&,, there must exist some aE K* 
suchzat hz(xT=a-h,(x) for all xeE. 1 
DEFINITION 3.3. (i) The set &!b is called the set of circuit functions of 
Mb. If r E %?b and r = C, then r is called a circuit function for M, and C. 
(ii) The set gb. is called the set of hyperplane functions of M,. If 
h E %?b. and b = E\ H, then h is called a hyperplane function for Mb and H. 
Remark. If r,,rzE%$ (or h,, hZEBb*) with 5’2 (or h,=h,), then 
there exists some CIE K* with rz(x)=a .r,(x) (or h2(x) =a .h,(x)) for all 
x E E. This follows immediately from Theorem 1.16. 
Now we want to use the concept of circuit functions and hyperplane 
functions to prove the following basic 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume K is a perfect fuzzy ring, E is some set, m E N, 
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and b: E” + K* u (01 is some map sati$ving (GPO), (GPl), and the 
following weaker form of (GP2): 
(GP2’) For all e,, . . . . e,,, fE E we have 
2 
1 8’. b(e,, . . . . Pi, . . . . emI .b(e,, fi e3, . . . . e,) E K,; (3.2) 
i=o 
chat is, (GPZ) (or (1.16)) holds for e3 =f3, . . . . e, =f,. Furthermore, assume 
that 98/, := ( {el, . . . . e,} I b(e,, . . . . e,) # 0 ] is the set of bases of some com- 
binatorial geometry defined on E. Then b is a Grassmann-Pliicker map; that 
is, b satisfies (GP2). 
Proof. For e,, . . . . e,, fi, . . . . f,,,E E we have to show 
f E’.b(e,, . . . . gi, . . . . e,,,).b(e,, f?, . . . . f,)E&. 
,=” 
(3.3) 
Without loss of generality we may assume e, #S, for at least one i with 
2 < i 6 m and proceed by induction on n := max { i] ei #fi). In case n = 2 we 
are done by (GP2’). 
Now assume 3 <n <m, say e, #.f,,, but ek =fk for n < k < m. Define 
b’: E” -+ K* u {O> by 
b’(a,, . . . . a,) := b(a,, ,.., a,, e,, ,, . . . . e,). 
Then 6’ either satisfies the suppositions of Theorem 3.4, too, with m 
replaced by n, or we have 
@a,, . . . . a,, e,, , , . . . . e,,,) = @a,, . . . . a,, f,,, , , . . . . f,,) = 0 
for all a,, . . . . a,,E E. 
In the last case (3.3) follows at once. 
Thus we may assume n = m, and by induction we suppose that for all 
e&, . . . . el,, f;, . . . . fh,-, EE we have 
m-l 
1 d. b(eb, . . . . 21, . . . . eh). b(e:, f ;, . . . . fL-, , ej,,) E K,. (3.4) 
i=O 
Moreover, we may suppose ei # e, for 0 Q i <j < m and 
b(e,, . . . . h,., . . . . e,,) e b(e,, f2, . . . . f,) # 0 
for some v with 0 < v Q m, (3.5 1 
because otherwise (3.3) holds trivially. Put E’ := (e,, . . . . e,} and define 
b,:E’*+K*u{O} by 
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i 
E I+‘. b(e,, . . . . g,, . . . . Pi, . . . . e,, f,) 
if e=ei, f=e,, i<j 
h,(e,f) := E’+‘- ’ b(e,, . . . . g,, . . . . iTi, . . . . e,, f,) 
if e-e,, f=e,, i>j 
0 if e=$ 
We verify that b, is a Grassmann-Plucker map. (GPO) follows from (3.5) 
and the fact that gb is the set of bases of some combinatorial geometry 
ypply the strong exchange, pr:perty .for bases to f, E {e,, f2, . . . . fm} and 
co, . . . . e “, . . . . e,}). (GPl) is immediate from our definition of b,. It 
remains to verify (GP2). Since b satisfies (GPl ) and (GP2’), we have for 
i, j,k,I with O<i<j<k<l<m and CX:=E~+‘+‘+‘: 
b,(ei,e,).b,(ei,e,)+E.b,(e,, e,).b,(e,,e,)+b,(e,,e,).b,(e,,e,) 
= a . (b(e,, . . . . Ci, . . . . Pi, . . . . e,, f,) b(e,, . . . . dj, . . . . P,, . . . . e,,, f,) 
+ 6 . b(e,, . . . . f?,, . . . . P,, . . . . e,, fm) . b(e,, . . . . P,, . . . . i,, . . . . e,, f,) 
+ b(e,, . . . . gk, . . . . e,, . . . . e,, f,) b(e,, . . . . Ci, . . . . Pi, . . . . e,, f,)) E Ko; 
thus, by symmetry, b, satisfies (GP2). 
Now we consider the matroid M, := M,,, defined on E’ and with coef- 
ficients in K, of rank 2. 
Define s: E’-+ K* u (0) by 
s(e,) := Ei. b(e,, . . . . gi, . . . . e,) for Odidm. 
We will prove that 
b,( ., e,) J- b( ., f2, . . . . fm) for O<j<m, (3.6a) 
r I s for every circuit function r of M, (3.6b) 
Once (3.6a) and (3.6b) are verified, we are done by Proposition 3.1, 
because M, is perfect and thus b( ., fi, . . . . f,) I s as claimed. 
By (3.4) we get for 0 <j < m: 
(bl(., e,)lH.,fi, . . ..f.)> 
= f b,(ei, e,) .b(ei, fi, .-, f,) 
i=O 
1-l 
=<C &‘+j.b(eo, . . . . I?,, . . . . gj, . . . . e,, f,) .b(ei, fi, . . . . f,) 
,=O 
+ f ~‘+~~‘.b(e, ,..., 6; ,..., Cj ,..., e,,fm).b(ei,f, ,..., fm)eKO. 
i=,+ I 
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It remains to verify (3.6b ). Choose some Y E db,, say 
r(x) = 
i 
0 for sq! {a,, a,, a,) 
ct. E’ .b,(a;, a,) for .~=a,, [i,j, k) = [O, 1, 2), j<k 
for some pairwise distinct a,, a,, a, E E’, say a, = ei, a, =e,, az =ek for 
some i <j < k, and some c( E K*. Since h satisfies (GPl ) and (GP2’), we get 
Lx ~‘~(r~s)=b,(e,,e,)~c’~b(e, ,..., P ,,..., em) 
+b,(e,,ek)~~J+‘~b(e, ,..., G,, . . . . e,) 
+b,(e,,ei)..sk.b(e,, . . . . Pk ,..., e,,) 
= Ei+‘+k . (b(e,, . . . . 6,. . . . . ik, . . . . ernr f,) .b(e,, . . . . gi, . . . . e,) 
+ E . b(e,,, . . . . i,, . . . . P,, . . . . ernr f,) . b(e,, . . . . .G,, . . . . e,,,) 
+ b(e,, . . . . G,, . . . . i,, . . . . e,,.f,,) ‘b(q), . . . . P,, . . . . e,,))e K,,. 
So we have indeed r I s, as claimed. 1 
Remark. Theorem 3.4 fails if we delete the condition that 
Bb:= {{e,, . . . . e,,jlb(e,, . . . . e,,)#O) 
is the set of bases of some combinatorial geometry. Consider, for example, 
E= {e,, e2, e3,fi.f2,f3}3 assume K is any fuzzy ring, and define b: E3 -+ K 
by 
b(e )=b(f;,,,,f,,z,,f;,,,) := ’ if rll)2 e,(2), erc3  z E x3 is even E if r E x3 is odd, 
b(u~~~2~~3):=0 if (u,,u,,u,}~{(e,,e,,e,), {fl,f2,f3}). 
Since Bb is not the system of bases of some combinatorial geometry, (GP2) 
does of course not hold. However, b satisfies (GPO), (GPl ), and (GP2’). 
Now we want to make use of Theorem 3.4 to characterize hyperplane 
functions and circuit functions of matroids with coefficients in a perfect 
domain more thoroughly, generalizing the famous representation theorem, 
proved by Tutte (cf. [T, Theorem 51.11). 
We assume that M, is a combinatorial geometry of rank m with 
& = B,,,O as its set of bases, & = ZM, its set of hyperplanes, %FO = @‘MO its set 
of circuits, p0 = jiMo its rank function, and (. . .)O = (. .) ,,{” its closure 
operator. 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume E is some set and K = (K; + : .; E; K,) is a perfect 
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fuzzy ring. For a family 9= (gH)nEXO of functions g,: E-+ K* v (0) with 
g,‘({OI)=Hf or every HE X0 the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) K* .9? is the set of hyperplane functions of some matroid A4 with 
coefficients in K and J4 = MO. 
(ii) Zf H,, H,, H, are pairwise distinct hyperplanes in M, which inter- 
sect in a hyperline, then there exist cO, cl, c2 E K* such that for all e E E we 
have 
CO .g,,(e) + cl .g,,(e) + ~2 .g,,(e) E Ko. (HI 
The implication (i) = (ii) holds also zf K is not perfect. 
Zf (i) and (ii) hold, then for all HE &,, and e, f E E\ H we have 
(3.7) 
Proof We show at first that (i) implies (ii) for every K. Let b: Em + K 
denote some Grassmann-Plucker map with Mb = M. Assume Ho, H,, H, 
are as in (ii), choose some e,, . . . . emp2, a,,a,,a,EE with 
( {el, -, e,~,}),=L:=H,nH,nH, and aiEHi\L for O<iiB. By the 
remark following Definition 3.3 we may assume that g,, gHI, gHZ are given 
by 
gHt(e) :=E.b(e, ai, e,, . . . . em-,)=b(a,, e, e,, . . . . em_,). 
Then (GP2) (or, as well, (GP2’)) shows that (H) holds if we put 
Ci :=b(ai+l, ai+?, e,, . . . . e,-2) for imod 3. 
Moreover, (3.7) follows from (1.15b) in Theorem 1.16. 
It remains to show that (ii) implies (i) for perfect K. Put U’ := K*, 
E’ := a, and define T’: qM,,, -+ U’ by 
T’(Kal, a2) :=gH(al)~g,(a2)p’ for HEXo;a,,a,EE\H. 
If Ho, H,, H, E X0 are pairwise distinct and L := Ho n H, n H, is a hyper- 
line in MO, then for aiE Hi\L, i mod 3, and with co, ci, c2 as in (H) we 
have 
Ci- 1 .gH,_,(ai) + ci+ 1 .gH,+,(ai) E Ko 
and thus g,,+,(a,) = E . c,-,‘, Ci- i .gn,_,(ai) by (FR5’). This implies 
T’(Ho;al,a2)~T’(H,;a2,ao)~T’(H,;ao,a,)=~. 
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Thus by Theorem 1.13 there exists a unique homomorphism $: U,,, + K* 
with $(E~~) = E and 
$(T2(H;a,, ~z))=gff(~,)~gH(~2)-’ for HeXo; a,, u~EE\H. 
(3.8) 
According to Proposition 1.15 choose some extension $: T$ + K* of $ 
and define b: En’ --+ K* u [O ‘, by 
b(e,, . . . . e,) := 
$(T,, ,..., +)) if {e,, . . . . e,,) Ego o 
otherwise. (3.9) 
Of course, b satisfies (GPO) and (GPl). Moreover, Theorem 1.13(v), 
Proposition 1.15, and (3.8) imply that for every HE X0, every spanning 
subset (e,, . . . . e, ~, 1 of H, and all u,,u,EE\H we have 
tA~,h,(~,)-l=~(TAK~,, ~1)) 
=5KuI.., . C”, ,,‘G;,, I,.... ,-,,) 
and thus by (3.9) 
g,(ul)~g,(u,)~‘=b(u,,el,...,e,,~,)~b(u,,el,...,e,~,)~‘. (3.10) 
By using this together with (H) we will now verify (GP2’). This will prove 
our theorem, because it will follow from Theorem 3.4 that b is a 
Grassmann-Plucker map, and then we obtain (i), because (3.10) implies 
that for every H = ( {el, . . . . e,+ r >)0~ yt”O there exists some CE K* such 
that 
g,(a) = c.b(a, e,, . . . . e,,-,) for all a E E\ H. 
So assume e,, . . . . e,, f E E and put 
K; :=?. b(e,, . . . . C,, . . . . e,) .b(e,, .L e3, . . . . e,,,) for O<i<2 
and K:=KO+K1+K2. We must prove KE K,. 
Put I:= # {iE (0, 1,2} 1 $#O}. 
Since go is the set of bases of some combinatorial geometry, we have 
I# 1; so we may assume 1=2 or 1=3. 
In case 1= 2 we can, by symmetry, suppose rc2 = 0 and thus K~, K, # 0. 
Then by Definition 1.14 we have 
T (e&e? . . .. . dT& ,..., em,= ThLP ,..... C,,‘T(&<~) (.._, e,, 
and therefore K = k'. + K, E K, by (3.9) and (FR5’). 
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It remains to consider the case k.,#O for Odid2. Put 
H, := ((e,, e3, . . . . e,) ),, for 0 < i < 2. Then by assumption H,, H,, H, are 
pairwise distinct hyperplanes in M,; thus by (H) there exist co, cl, c? E K* 
with 
co .g,&e) + cl ‘g,,(e) + c2 .g,de) E KO for all e E E. (3.11) 
By (3.10) we may, of course, assume 
g,,(e 1 = Ne,, e, e3, . . . . e,, 1 for 06iG2, eEE. (3.12) 
Put ai := e, for 0 < i < 2. Then by (3.11) and (FR5’) we get for v mod 3: 
c,, ’ c,:;2 = &.g,,,_,(a,.+,).g,,(u,,+,)~’ 
=b(~,,+,,a,,+~,e~ ,..., e,).b(~,,,u,‘+,,e~,...,e,)~‘. 
Therefore, up to a scalar factor, we have 
c,,=b(a,,+,,~,.+~,e~,...,e,) for v mod 3; 
that is 
c, = E’ . b(e,, . . . . iTi, . . . . e,) for OdiG2. 
So K E K, follows from (3.11) and (3.12) with e :=J 1 
Theorem 3.5 has been formulated in the language of hyperplanes. By 
using part (iv) instead of part (iii) in Theorem 1.13 we get quite 
analogously the following result, which in case of finite E also follows 
directly by dualizing Theorem 3.5. 
THEOREM 3.5*. Assume E is some set and K = (K; + ; .; E; K,) is a 
perfect fuzzy ring. For a family B = (rc)cE S0 offunctions rc: E + K* u (0) 
with r;‘(K*) = C f or every C E go the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) K* c1 is the set of circuit functions of some mutroid M with coef- 
ficients in K and &4 = MO. 
(ii) If Co, C,, Cz are puirwise distinct circuits in MO such that 
D:=C,uC, v C2 satisfies D = Ci u C, for i #j and po( D) = # (D) - 2, then 
there exist cO, cl, c2 E K* such that for all e E E we have 
co. rc,,(e) + cl . rc,(e) + c2 r&e) E Ko. 
The implication (i) * (ii) holds also if K is not perfect. 
If(i) and (ii) hold, then for all CEW~ and e, f E C we have 
(C) 
(3.7*) 
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EXAMPLES. (i) If K is a field, th en Theorems 3.5 and 3.5* are nothing 
but reformulations of Tutte’s famous representation theorem [T, 
Theorem 51.11, because for a set E and m E N a map b: E’” + K is a 
Grassmann-Plucker map if and only if there exists some map @: E + K” 
with 
(Q(E)) = K”‘, (3.13a) 
he 1r . . ..e.,,)=det(@(e,), . . . . @(e,,)) forall e ,,..., e,,,EE. (3.13b) 
If (3.13a) and (3.13b) hold, then @ is of course a presentation of M,. 
(ii) In case K=R//R+ Theorem 3.5* recovers a result of Las 
Vergnas (cf. [LV]), namely that a system of signed subsets of E defines an 
oriented matroid if and only if the underlying system of (unsigned) subsets 
is the system of circuits of some (ordinary) matroid M, defined on E, and 
the signed elimination property is satisfied for every modular pair of circuits, 
that is, for any two circuits C,, C, of M with 
P~,(C~ u C?) + ~,dc, n C2) = ~.dc, I+ p,(C,). 
(See also [DW2, Sect. 61 where it is shown that R//R+ is an appropriate 
domain of coefficients for oriented matroids.) It also implies the corre- 
sponding result for weakly oriented matroids. 
(iii) If r is a linearly ordered abelian group, then by Theorem 3.5* 
and the addition table for K, a subset 4’~ r” is the set of circuit functions 
of some matroid A4 with coefficients in K, and M= M,, if and only if the 
following two conditions hold: 
(VCl) For a subset C, c E there exists some r,~ A’ with 3= C, if 
and only if C, E %$, and in this case one has 
(VC2) If C,,, C,, C, ggO are such that D := C, u C, u C, satisfies 
D = Ci u Ci for i #j and pa(D) = #(D) - 2, then there exist r,,, yl, rz E 9 
with yr= Ci for in {O, 1,2j and 
r,(e) d max(r,(e), rAeI) for all e E E, 
r,(e) = max(r,(eL rde)) whenever r,(e) # r](e). 
Thus, using (VCl) and (VC2), one could define a valuated matroid with 
values in r in terms of circuit functions. 
Now we want to determine for the given combinatorial geometry M, 
and a perfect fuzzy ring K all homomorphisms 40: ?r,,,,() --f K* such that 
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cp = cp,,,, for some matroid M with coefticients in K and &4 = M,. To this 
end we repeat the concept of cross ratios in Tutte groups as introduced in 
[DW4] (see Definitions 2.3 and 2.15 therein, where it is also shown that 
cross ratios are well defined): 
DEFINITION 3.6. Assume H,, H,, H,, H, are hyperplanes in M, with 
po(L)=m-2 for L:=H,nH,nHZnHX and H,,H,#H,,H,; that is 
{H,,, H, } n {H,, H3} = @. Then the cross ratio [ 2 $1 E T,, is defined 
by 
Ho HI [ 1 Hz H,:= TM,; a,, a3). TJH,; a3,a2) 
= T,rro,w I,.... e,ml,. T,,o:.,,. ,..,., r,,-2) 
. Te,,a,,e I,..., r,-2, . K&u I,..., r,,-lj’ (3.14) 
where (e,, . . . . e, _ 2} generates L and a, E Hi\ L for 0 d i < 3. 
Now we can prove 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume K is a fuzzy ring and cp: T,,-+ K* is a 
homomorphism with (~(6~~) = E. Zf K is perfect, then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) There exists some matroid M with coefficients in K such that 
&4=M, and (P~=(P. 
(ii) For all pairwise distinct Ho, H,, Hz, H, E % with 
po(H,nH,nHznH3)=m-2 we have 
The implication (i) = (ii) holds also if K is not perfect. 
Zf, in particular, the combinatorial geometry MO is binary and K is perfect, 
then any homomorphism cp: T,, + K* with cp(~,,,,~) = E satisfies rp = (pM for 
some matroid M with coefficients in K and &4= MO. 
Proof Choose some extension 4: U$O+ K* of cp and define 
b:E”+K*u{O} by 
if 
He 1, . . . . e,) := @(T,e ,..., em,) 
{e,, . . . . e,} Ego 
0 if {e,, . . . . e,} &go’ 
(3.15) 
Of course, b satisfies (GPO) and (GPl). We show now that b satisfies 
(GP2’) if and only if (ii) holds. 
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Let us first remark that (GP2’) holds for e,, . . . . e,, f~ E if, say, 
b(e 1 > ...> e,).b(e,,f,e,, . . . . e,)=O#b(e,, . . . . E,, . . . . e,).b(e,,f,e,, . . . . e,) for 
in { 1, 2}, because then (3.2) follows directly from (3.15) and 
T (eo.el.e, . . e,)~ T&z . em)= T,q,~e? ,..., cm). T,;,,, ,,,.., e,,. 
Now assume L = ({e,, . . . . e,} )0 is some hyperline in M, and 
a,,, a,, az, a3 E E\L are such that the four hyperplanes H, := (L u {ai})O, 
0 < i < 3, are pairwise distinct. Then by (3.14) and (3.15) we obtain 
=E+b(ao,a,,e, ,..., ern).b(a,,a,,e,, . . . . em)-’ 
.b(a,, a3, e3, . . . . e,).b(a,, a?, e3, . . . . em)-’ 
+ b(a3, ~2, e3, . . . . em). b(a,, a,, e3, . . . . em)-’ 
.&a,, 00, e3, . . . . e,).b(a,, a2, e3, . . . . em)-’ 
=E.b(a,,a,,e,, . . . . e,)p1.b(a,,a,,e3, . . . . em)-’ 
(@a,, ~2, e3, . . . . em). b(a,, a3, e3. . . . . e,) 
+ E .b(ao, a,, e3, . . . . em). b(a,, a,, e3, . . . . e,) 
+ Ha,, a,, e3, . . . . e,) . b(a2, a3, e3. . . . . e,)). 
This means that (GP2’) holds if and only if (ii) is satisfied. Therefore 
(i) * (ii) holds for any K, because if A4 is as in (i), then Theorem 1.19 
implies that b is a Grassmann-Plucker map with M= M,. Moreover, 
(ii) = (i) follows for perfect K from Theorem 3.4, because (3.15) and, once 
more, Theorem 1.19 imply cp = ‘pM for A4 := M,. 
The last assertion in our theorem now follows trivially from the fact that 
in a binary combinatorial geometry MO any hyperline is contained in at 
most three hyperplanes. 1 
EXAMPLES. (i) If K= R is a commutative ring, then condition (ii) in 
Theorem 3.7 means 
for all possible choices of Ho, H,, H,, H, E X0. Therefore Theorem 3.7 
recovers [DWl, Theorem 3.11, where we have studied and characterized 
all homomorphisms cp: T,, ---f R* which define an R-structure of MO. 
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(ii) If K= R//R+, then condition (ii) means 
Consider some extension 4: U$-+K* of q and define x: Em+ (0, 1, - 1}( E R) 
by 
1 for {e,, . . . . em) E% @(T,e,,..,,m,)= R+ 
x(e,, . ..) e,) := - 1 for {e,, . . . . e,}E~~,~(T~,,,...,,,,)=iW~ 
0 for (e,, . . . . e,> $A&. 
1 induces a homomorphism, also denoted by x, 
x:T$+ (1, -1): X(&&J := - 1, X(T,, ,...., +d) := 31(e,, . . . . e,); 
that is, the following diagram commutes: 
Thus (3.16) means that x defines a chirotope structure on E if and only if 
for all possible choices of H,, H, , H,, H, E ,yt”O we have 
Therefore Theorem 3.7 recovers [DW4, Theorem 4.43 in this case. (See 
also [DWl, Theorem 6.11.) 
(iii) In case K = K, for some linearly ordered abelian group r 
Theorem 3.7 yields [DW6, Theorem 5.51. Since this result has been stated 
without a complete proof in [DW6] but with a reference to the present 
paper, we repeat it once more in terms of cross ratios. 
THEOREM 3.8. Assume K = K, for some 1inearl.v ordered abelian group I7 
Then a homomorphism cp: U,, + K* with v(E*~,,) = E = 1 satisfies cp = (pM for 
some matroid M with coefficients in K and &l= M, if and only if for all 
pairwise distinct H,, H, , H,, H, E So with pO( H, n H, n H, A H3) = m - 2 
we have 
where equality holds at least in case cp( [ 2 $1) # cp( C 2 $1). 
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ProojY This is now a trivial consequence of Theorem 3.7 and the addi- 
tion table for K= K,. 1 
4. A DETERMINANTAL DEPENDENCE RELATION FOR 
HYPERPLANE FUNCTIONS OF MATROIDS OVER PERFECT FUZZY RINGS 
If M is a matroid of finite rank 1~1 defined on some set E and with coef- 
ficients in a field lF, then any VI + 1 pairwise distinct hyperplane functions 
fff”, “‘3 fFf, are linearly dependent over F; that is, for all c,), . . . . P,,, E E we 
have 
det((f,,(e,)),.,,,.,,)=O. (4.la) 
In this section we want to show that a similar result holds when we replace 
the field IF by a perfect fuzzy ring K. To be more precise, we define deter- 
minants over a fuzzy ring K by the Leibniz formula and then show that 
(4.lb) 
for all e,, . . . . e, E E and all hyperplane functions fH,,, . . . . fH, of a matroid M 
of rank m with coefficients in a perfect fuzzy ring K defined on E. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Assume A = (u,)~ G ,, ,< ,, is an n x n-matrix with coef- 
ficients in a fuzzy ring K. Then the determinant of A is defined by 
det A := 1 sign,(t). fi ulr,,) , 
rs‘, ,=I > 
(4.2 1 
where 
sign,,(t) := 
if 5 E C, is even 
if r EC, is odd. 
The following lemmata, which are standard if K is a field, follow 
immediately from the definition of the determinant and Definition 1.1. 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume K is u fuzzy ring and A = (a,), G ,., S n is an 
n x n-matrix with coefficients in K. Then bre have det A E K, if at least one 
of the following conditions holds: 
(i) There exist i, j with 1 < i <j 6 n such that ark = aJk for every k with 
1 <k 6 n or ski = akj for every such k; that is, A has two rows or two 
columns, wlhich coincide. 
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(ii) There exists some i with 1 < i < n such that aii = 0 for every j with 
1 <j<n or ajI = 0 for all such j; that is, A contains some vanishing row or 
some vanishing column. In this case we even have det A = 0. 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume K is a fuzzy ring and A = (aq), G i, jS n is an n x n- 
matrix with coefficients in K. Furthermore, assume I., , . . . . I, E K* v (0) and 
put bij:=A;.aij, dii:=Ljjaa, for 1 <i, j<n and B:=(bij),Gi,jG,,, D:= 
(dlj)l<i.j<n. Then we have 
det B=det D= fi &.det A. 
i= I 
LEMMA 4.4. For a fuzzy ring K, an n x n-matrix A = (a,i), S i, Jo n with 
coefficients in K, a permutation FEZ,,, and B:= (a,,jI)lS,~jG,,, 
D := (a,,i,j), <i,jcn we have 
det A = sign,(z) . det B = sign,(T) . det D. 
LEMMA 4.5. For an n x n-matrix A = (a,)l G i,,Gn with coef$cients in a 
fuzzy ring K we have 
det A = det AT, 
where AT= (aji)lGi,,<n. 
The next lemma is a direct consequence of Definition 4.1 and (FR7’). 
LEMMA 4.6. Assume K is a fuzzy ring and A = (a,), G i, jGn is an 
n x n-matrix with coefficients in K. Suppose 0 <k < n and there exists 
an embedding TV: { 1, . . . . k) 4 { 1, . . . . n} such that for every embedding 
T: (1, ,.., k) C, (1, . . . . n} we have det((a,,(,),(*)),~;~~)~ K,. Then one has 
detAEKO. 
Finally we have 
LEMMA 4.7. Suppose K is a fuzzy ring and A = (a,), G i.lG n is an 
n x n-matrix with coefficients in K, and assume 0 <k c n and aii= 0 for 
k+l<i<n and l<j<k. Put B:=(aii)lGi,jGk and D:=(aij)k+,Si,jCn. If 
K is distributive, then we have 
det A=det B.det D. 
For arbitrary K we have det A E K, whenever det B. det D E K,,. 
Proof Put 
z’:= {TEZ,IT({~, . . . . k})= (1, . . . . k}} 
= (rEC,(r((k+ 1, . . . . nf)= {k+l, . . . . n>) 
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and 
A, := C sign,(r). i air,,), 
its-” i= I 
By definition one has A2 = det B. det D, and by definition and assumption 
we have A1 = det A. If K is distributive, then clearly i, = AZ, and we are 
done. For general K an application of (FR7’) yields that & E K0 implies 
R,EK,. 1 
Before proving the main result of this section we treat the following 
special case 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Assume M is a matroid of rank m, defined on a finite 
set E= {e,,, ,.., e,] of cardinality m + 1 and with coefficients in a (not 
necessarily perfect) fuzz?) ring K. Assume H,, . . . . H,,, are hyperplanes in M 
with hyperplane functions fHa, . . . . fH,, and put A := (f,,(ej))OGr,iG,,,. Then 
we have det A E KO. 
Proof: We proceed by induction on m. If m = 1, then Ho := CT,(@) is 
the uniquely determined hyperplane in M, and by Lemma 4.2(i) we get 
( f&e,) f,,(e,) det A=det ,f,,(e,) fHO(e,) EKo’ 1 
Now assume m 3 2. Again by Lemma 4.2(i) we may assume that e,,, . . . . e, 
as well as Ho, . . . . H, are pairwise distinct. 
For O<jdm we put 
n(j):= #(iIO<i<m, ej$H,). 
Now we distinguish three cases. 
(4.3) 
Case I. There exists some j with 0 <j < m such that n(j) = 0. In this 
case we clearly have det A = 0 by Lemma 4.2(ii). 
Case II. There exists some j with 0 <j,< m such that n(j) = 1. By 
Lemma 4.4 we may assume f&e,) # 0 but fH,(eo) = 0 for 1 < id m. Put 
A’ := (f,,(e,)), Gr,.iGm. Then our induction hypothesis applied to 
E’ := E\ {e,), M’ := M/(e,}, and Ht. := H,\ {e,}, fH;, := fH, 1 ES for 
1 d v < m yields det A’ E K,. Now Lemma 4.7 implies that also det A E Ko. 
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Case III. For every j with 0 <j< m we have n(j) > 2. Since 
#H,>m-1 for Odi<nz, we have 
is, n(j) = ,f,” # (E\ Hi) f 2 . (“’ + ’ 1. 
Therefore in this case me must have n(j) = 2 for 0 <j< m and 
#(E\ Hi) = 2 for 0 < i < m In other words, every vertex in the bipartite 
graph r = (V, L) with V := (H,, . . . . H,} u (e,, . . . . e,) and L := 
( {H, e} ( e E E\ H) has degree 2. By Lemma 4.4 we may assume that there 
exists some k with 2 6 k < nz such that 
E\Hi= (ei, e,+ 1 f for O<i<k- 1, E\Hk= {ek,e,-,}. 
Put A' := Lfff,(ej)h<i.,Gk. By Lemma 4.7 it suffices to show that 
det A’ E&. By induction we may assume k = m. The definition of the 
determinant yields 
det A’= 
By Lemma 4.3 we may assume that 
fHv(e)=b(e,,+,, e,,+3, . . ..e.-~~e) for vmodm+l, eEE, 
where h: E” + K is some GrassmannPliicker map with M, = M. Then we 
have for v mod m + 1, 
fH,+,(e,,+2)=b(e,+3, evt4, . . . . e,, e,+Z) 
=& +-l .h(e,,+,, e,,+3, . . . . e,,) 
= P ’ .fH,(ev) 
and thus (4.4) yields 
det A’=(1 +.C”.c Cm- ‘)‘M+ ‘)) n fH,(e,,) E K,, 
vmodmfl 
because m + (m - 1). (m + 1) is always odd. 1 
We are now ready to show the following fundamental 
THEOREM 4.9. Let M= Mb denote a matroid of rank at most m, defined 
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on some set E and with coefficients in a perfect ,ficzq ring K. Assume 
e,, . . . . e,, E E, s,,, . . . . s,, E J?.‘r* and put 
Then we have det A E &. 
ProojI By Lemma 4.2(i) we may assume that e,,, . . . . P,,, as well as 
s,,, . . . . s,, are pairwise distinct. Put E’ := {e,,, . . . . e,,) and F := E\E’. By 
Lemma 1.9 and Lemma l.lO(ii) we have &‘” “* zd”‘* IL... Therefore we 
may suppose E = E’. 
If the rank II of A4 satisfies ?I < nr. then an application of Lemma 4.6 
yields det A E KO, because by induction on 111 we see at once that for all 
injections r: (0 2 “., n} 4 [O, . . . . ~1) and A, := (S,(e,,,j))OgL,sn we have 
det A, E K,,. Thus from now on we assume that A4 has rank m. 
Put k := # (i/.~,EA’~“‘\.jAh.). We proceed by induction on k. In case 
k = 0 the assertion is just the statement of Proposition 4.8. 
Now assume k > 0. By Lemma 4.4 we may assume s0 E .3”*\&‘h*. For 
0 <j< nz let P, denote the set of all permutations of {O, . . . . m} with r(0) = j. 
and define r: E + K by 
( 
IPI 
r(e,) := C sign,(r). n s,(e,,,,) 
7.5 P, ,=I > 
Now the definition of the determinant, our induction hypothesis, and 
(FR2) yield h I r for all h E gh*. Since M* is perfect, we also get s0 1 r; 
that is, 
c so(e,).r(e,)EKo. 
,=O 
Hence (FR7’) also yields det A E K,.,. 1 
COROLLARY 4.10. Assume M denotes a matroid of rank n, defined on E 
and with coefficients in a perfect jiizy ring K. Suppose that for some m 2 0 
we have elements e,, . . . . e, E E and that H,, . . . . H,,, are hyperplanes in M with 
hyperplane functions fHO, . . . . fH,,,. PutD := fly==, HiandA := (fH,(e,))OGi,,S~. 
If m 3 n - p,,(D), then \r’e have det A E KO. 
Proof This follows directly from Theorem 4.9, applied to the matroid 
M/D, whose rank is n - p,(D). 1 
In case of oriented matroids Theorem 4.9 means 
COROLLARY 4.11. Let M denote a matroid of rank at most m, defined on 
some set E and with coefficients in R//R +. 
607,91,2-5 
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If v E { 1, - 1) and e,, . . . . e, E E, sO, . . . . s, E @‘* satisfy 
4. sign,(T) . fi ~,(e,~,,) E (0, 1) 
i=o 
forallpermutationsz~C~~ ,_,,, mi of {O, . . . . m> 
then for every such T there exists some i E (0, . . . . m > with s,(e,(;,) = 0. 
This rather formal statement contains, of course, much valuable 
geometric information. For weakly oriented matroids one has a corre- 
sponding result: 
COROLLARY 4.12. Let M denote a matroid of rank at most m, defined on 
some set E and with coefficients in [F,//([F:)2. Then for e,, . . . . e, E E and 
so, . ..) s, E W”’ there exists either a permutation TEC~~,.,,,,,~ with 
nrZ=,si(e,Ci,)=w or there are either none or at least three permutations 
T E Zio,.,.,mj with nyeO si(eZti,) # 0 or there are precisely two such permuta- 
tions, say tl and z2, and for these two permutations we cannot have 
sign, zl. fi s,(e Si(erz(r,) 
> 
E {(L l), (6 &)I. 
i=O i=O 
For valuated matroids as discussed in Section 2 we get 
COROLLARY 4.13. Let F = (F, ., < ) denote a linearly ordered abelian 
group, and assume that M denotes a matroid of rank at most m defined on 
some set E and with coefficients in the fuzzy ring K,. Fix eo, . . . . e, E E and 
so, . . . . s,E%‘~*. For ~~~~~ ,..., ,,) put 
A(T) := fi s,(e,,,l). 
i=o 
Then for every T, E Zio.,,.,m) with l(zl) E F= K,* there exist y E F and 
T2 E +o,....,j\ (51) with A(c,)<y and A(T?)E {y, 9). 
Finally we want to show that Theorem 4.9 implies the Grassmann- 
Plucker relations. 
THEOREM 4.14. Assume E is some set, K is a perfect fuzzy ring, and 
b: E” -+ K* u (0) is some map satisfying (GPO) and (GPl). Put 
Yb := {s E KE) there exist c( E K* and e, , . . . . e, _, E E with 
s(e) = ~1. b(e, e,, . . . . e,,- ,) for all e E E}. 
Then b is a GrassmannPliicker map, that is, it satisfies (GPZ), if and only 
iffor all e,, . . . . e, E E and all so, . . . . s, E 5$ we have 
det(si(ej)o.i.,~m)EKo. (4.5) 
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ProoJ It follows directly from Theorem 4.9 that for a Grassmann- 
Plucker map b we have det(si(e,),~i,,c,,,)~Ko for all e,, . . . . e,,,E E and all 
so, . ..) s, E q,. 
Now assume (4.5) holds. Suppose e,, . . . . e,,, f2, . . . . f, E E. We must show 
that 
IF, 
ti := 1 c’.b(e,, . . . . Ci, . . . . e,,,) b(e,, f?, . . . . f,,?) E K,. 
i=O 
We may assume that there exists some i with 0 < id m such that 
b(e o, . . . . ei, . . . . e,,) E K*, because otherwise we have K = 0. Since b satisfies 
(GPI), we may, by symmetry, suppose /1 := b(e,, . . . . e,)E K*. Now define 
so, . . . . s, E Yh by 
s,(e) := Me, .f2, . . . . .f,) for eEE, 
s,(e) := b(e, e,, . . . . P,, . . . . e,,) for 1 <i<m,eEE 
and put A := (.ri(ej))o~i,,~nl; that is 
... b(e,x, f2, -., f,) 
0 
\ 
b(e,, e,, . . . . e,-, 
By (GPl) we have s,(e,) = E’~’ EL for 1 <i< m and therefore we get with 
N:=C~=-o’i=(m-1).m/2: 
rn 
det A = n s,(e,)+c. f (s,(eo).so(ej). fi s,(e;)) 
i=O ,=I i= 1 
I+/ 
m 
=so(eo).&N~l.n’+E~Am ‘.P. C ~J~‘~s,(eo)~so(ej) 
j= 1 
=& N.lump’ .(b(e,,f?, . . . . f,) .b(e,, . . . . e,) 
+ f c’.b(e,, e,, . . . . h,, . . . . e,) .b(e,, fi, . . . . f,)). 
,=I 
Since by assumption det A E K, and 1 E K*, this proves our claim. 1 
Remark. Note that in the second half of the proof of Theorem 4.14 we 
have not used that K is perfect. 
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